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- Nature Commentary: http://www.nature.com/uidfinder/10.1038/548158c
  o http://tiny.cc/IRDiRC-NatComm
  o http://tiny.cc/IRDiRC-Past
  o http://tiny.cc/IRDiRC-Future
  o http://tiny.cc/IRDiRC_Goals

Potential social media text:

- IRDiRC announces new vision and bold goals for 2017-2027 http://tiny.cc/IRDiRC_Goals #IRDiRC #RareDisease #Goals
- What has IRDiRC achieved since its launch in 2011? http://tiny.cc/IRDiRC-Past #IRDiRC #RareDisease #Activities
- The future of rare diseases research - IRDiRC's perspective http://tiny.cc/IRDiRC-Future #IRDiRC #RareDisease
- How shall we push for accurate diagnosis, care, and therapy for rare disease patients? http://tiny.cc/IRDiRC-Future #IRDiRC #RD #PatientFocused
- International collaboration to bring #diagnoses and #therapies to rare diseases patients http://tiny.cc/IRDiRC_Goals #IRDiRC #RareDisease
- Audacious goals for rare diseases research - IRDiRC's perspective http://tiny.cc/IRDiRC-Future #IRDiRC #RareDisease

Potential images to include:

- IRDiRC logo (image 1)
- Word Cloud (image 2)